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*not all features on all products
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Snap off
cell phone 
holder

Stylin’, high tech water 
resistant, carbon fiber 
style fabric from the 
X-treme Sports Industry
for ultimate style and 
durability

www.gigskinz.com

Easy access, 
oversized pockets 
and compartments
with semi-hard
lining and plush
fur lined 
interiors to
protect gear

Heavy-duty, 
grip dimple 
bottom lining

High density
foam body w/
structured
semi-hard 
lining  and
plush fur lined
interiors to 
protect gear
from nicks &
scratches

GIGSKINZ FEATURES

Molded high-tech 
locking rubber   
 zipper pulls , 
handles and 
details for style
and comfort!

It’s about time your gig bag had 
an attitude! Function, Durability 
and Style. Here at Gigskinz we 
take these 3 elements rather 
seriously. It’s a fine balance, 
but the result is a good looking 
bag that keeps you organized 
and can take a beating. We 
set out to make a bag people 
would actually want to carry; 
comfortable and familier like 
a second skin for your gear. 

THE ULTIMATE

  SKINZ FOR YOUR 

GEAR!



gsmixmc

gsmixs

gsmixl

gsmixm
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NEW!!!

*all dimensions are internal main compartment
  dimensions

MIXER UTILTY BAGS

GSMIXL-  LARGE MIXER/UTILITY BAG
*Adjustable, gear divider for storage flexibility
*Nylon, gear strap to hold equipment in place
*Quick access, oversized utility/headphone storage pocket 
*Quick access computer storage pocket - accommodates       
    lap tops up to 17” 
*Microphone pocket with ID storage 
*All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
17.5 INCH (444 MM) WIDE X 16.75 INCH (425 MM) DEEP X 5.5 INCH (140 MM) HIGH  
 
GSMIXM-  MEDIUM MIXER/UTILITY BAG
*Nylon, fur padded gear strap to hold equipment in place
*Quick access, oversized utility/headphone storage pocket 
*Microphone pocket with ID storage
 14.25 INCH (362 MM) WIDE X 12.5 INCH (318 MM) DEEP X 4.5 INCH (114 MM) HIGH

  
                                 GSMIXMC-  MEDIUM MIXER/UTILITY BAG 
                                 W/ COMPUTER COMPARTMENT 
Same features as our GSMIXM bag, but 

features a hidden laptop compartment in 
the back (fits notebooks up to 17”)
14.25 INCH (362 MM) WIDE X 12.5 INCH (318 MM) DEEP
 X 4.5 INCH (114 MM) HIGH

GSMIXS-  SMALL MIXER/UTILITY BAG
*Nylon, fur padded gear strap to hold
   equipment in place
*Quick access, oversized utility/headphone 
   storage pocket
  12.25 INCH (311 MM) WIDE X 11.5 INCH (292 MM) DEEP
  X 3.25 INCH (82 MM) HIGH 

GSMIXSS-  SMALL MIXER/UTILITY BAG
*Nylon, fur padded gear strap to hold equipment 
   in place
*Quick access, oversized utility/headphone 
   storage pocket
10 INCH (254 MM) WIDE X 10 INCH (76.2 MM) DEEP X 3 INCH (82 MM) HIGH

	
	
	



          GSSERATO/GSMR-  SERATO/MOBILE RECORDING/DJ BAG
 *Adjustable, gear divider for storage        
              flexibility
          *Quick access, oversized Serato or utility/head 
              phone storage pocket with quick grab netting 
              compartment to store smaller accessories 
          *Quick access computer storage compartment-
              accommodates lap tops up to 17”   
          * Two side utility pockets for cables and accessories
          *Microphone/groove glide pocket with ID storage 
          *Gig-Flex Carrying System - 3 carrying options
              - Removable, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder
                strap w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
               -Adjustable, comfort molded back-pack straps with 
                 hide-away compartment
               -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle
          *All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!

THIS AIN’T

  YOUR PAPA’S

   GIGBAG

sERATO/ mobile 

recording/dj bag
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 FITS THE

SERATO AND ALL

 ITS ACCESSORIES

NEW!!!
SERATO COMPARTMENT

HEADPHONE/ACCESSORY
POCKET

LP  COMPARTMENT

CARTRIDGE CASE
 POCKET

GROVE GLIDE/MIC
POCKET

LAPTOP   COMPARTMENT
FITS UP TO 17” LAP TOPS

 ALSO FITS DJ 

GEAR, MOBILE RECORDING 

GEAR AND VARIOUS

 ACCESSORIES

Serato is offical Copyright and Trademark of Serato Audio 
Research & Serato Corporation Ltd



          GSDJPAK- LP DJ PACK
          *Accommodates up to 50 LP’s 
          *Flip-back, hidden, quick access interior storage 
             compartment in top for gear and accessories
          *Quick access, oversized utility/headphone storage 
             pocket with quick grab netting compartment to store  
             small accessories 
          *Two side utility pockets for cables and accessories
          *Cartridge pocket with ID storage
          *All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 
             1 and 2!
          *Gig-Flex Carrying System - 3 carrying options
             -Removable, adjustable hefty-grade nylon  
              shoulder strap w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
             -Adjustable, comfort molded back-pack straps with 
              hide-away compartment
             -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle
        
        
  

lp dj pack

back view

front view 
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hidden storage 

in top!



GSDJHW- GIGSKINZ CD/LP DJ BAG
Ultimate storage and versatility at last! Gigskinz’s GSDJHW is 
a DJ’s dream come true. Designed for flexibility, the GSDJHW 
can be easily converted to handle a variety of storage 
solutions. It fits 75 CD’s in jewel boxes and 20 LP’s, or 60 LP’s, 
or a combo of 360 CD’s in sleeves plus 20 LPs, (or instead of 
LP’s you can store a Laptop!) And boy is it easy to use! The 
front flap unzips for easy access to all your CD’s, and the CD 
trays snap in and out of the bag. Three large exterior storage 
pockets for headphones, mics, cables, and other accessories, 
provide even more storage solutions. And we even included 
a pull out handle and high-tech roller blade wheels for easy 
maneuverability. 

GSDJHW 
*Easy access unzip front       
*Holds 75 CD’s in jewel boxes and 20 LP’s, or 60 LP’s, or a  
   combo of 360 CD’s in sleeves plus 20 LP’s
*Three detachable CD trays
*Three quick access, oversized utility pockets for cables, 
   headphones and accessories 
*All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
*GIG-Flex Carrying System – 3 Carrying Options
     -Hide-away, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder  
       straps w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
     -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle
     -Pull out handle and high-tech blade wheels 
  

cd/ lp dj baG
9

NEW!!!
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ultimate storage

versatility. store

different combos of

cds & lps, or a laptop!



+

GSDJCOMBO- GIGSKINZ CD/LP DJ BAG COMBO
Storage, storage and more storage! Gigskinz’s GSDJCOMBO 
provides all the answers. The GSDJCOMBO is actually two of 
Gigskinz’s most popular bags combined into one sleek storage 
unit. 

 The bottom bag (the GSDJHW) handles a variety of storage 
solutions. It fits 75 CD’s in jewel boxes with 20 LP’s,  or 60 LP’s, 
or a combo of 360 CD’s in sleeves plus 20 LP’s (or instead of LP’s 
you can store your laptop!). And boy is it easy to use! The front 
flap unzips for easy access to all your CD’s and the CD trays 
snap in and out of the bag. Three large exterior storage pockets 
for headphones, mics, cables and other accessories sweeten the 
deal and we even included a pull out handle and high-tech roller 
blade wheels for easy maneuverability. 

The top bag (the GSDJPAK) is designed to fit snuggly on top of 
the GSDJHW. This bag accommodates up to 50 LP’s and features 
an XL hidden, interior storage compartment in top lid for gear 
and accessories. It also features 4 exterior oversized, padded 
gear pockets to fit everything from headphones to cartridges.  
With the GSDJCOMBO, flexibility is the name of the game. Use 
the top GSDJPAK bag for smaller gigs, the GSDJHW bag for me-
dium size gigs and combine the two when you need to take your 
whole show on the road!  Gigskinz- definitely the ultimate skinz 
for your gear!

check out details on both 

bags on pages  6, 7, 8&9

cD/LP/ laptop DJ COMBO 
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NEW!!!

purchase seperately

or together

gsdjcombo

gsdjhw

gsdjpak

=

2 of our most  popular

bags in one sleek

 moving unit!

NEW!!!



          GSIDJ- NUMARK IDJ BAG
          *Padded compartment for Numark iDJ in back
          * X-Large accessory storage compartment in front
          *Quick access, oversized utility storage 
            pocket with quick grab netting compartment to store  
            small accessories 
          *Two side utility pockets for cables, mics, and accessories
          *Two dedicated interior compartments for accessories and
             gear
           *Detachable case for 2 iPods
           *All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 
             1 and 2!
           *Gig-Flex Carrying System - 2 carrying options
             -Removable, adjustable hefty-grade nylon  
              shoulder strap w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
             -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle
           

 gSidj

numark idj bag

www.gigskinz.com

STORE YOUR NUMARK 

iDJ AND  ALL YOUR 

iDJ COMPARTMENT IN BACK
AND  X-LARGE ACCESSORY 
STORAGE COMPARTMENT IN
FRONT

MIC/, HEADPHONE
POCKET

DETACHABLE
CASE FOR 2 IPODS

NEW!!!

CABLE/ACCESSORY
POCKET

OVERSIZED UTILITY 
STORAGE  POCKET
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ACCESSORIES IN STYLE!



 DJ COFFIN FOR  2  DNS1000 CD

 PLAYERS and a DNx100 MIXER 

gsdjdnx
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NEW!!!

hard removable

gig tray!

GSDJDNX- DENON COFFIN BAG
Built to fit 2 Denon DNS1000’s CD players and 1 Denon 
DNX100 mixer , this stylish coffin is actually an easy to carry  
shoulder bag! Lined with plush fur lining and constructed out 
of our high-tech carbon fiber style material, the GSDJDNX 
features 2 oversized quick-access pockets to hold all your 
accessories and extra gear, and the interior features a hard, 
removable gig-tray. When you get to your gig, simply lift out 
the tray, set it on the table and start mixing. . . the party’s on! 
When you’re done ,simply put it back into the bag, fling it on 
your shoulder and head home!

GSDJDNX FEATURES 
*Hard, removable gig-tray
*Four quick access, oversized utility/pockets for cables, 
    documents and accessories 
*All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2! 
*GIG-Flex Carrying System – 2 Carrying Options
    -Hide-away, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder  
      straps w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
    -Molded, high-tech rubber top carrying handle 



GSCDP1-LARGE UNIVERSAL FIT CD PLAYER BAG
Fits Denon DNS3500 & DNS5000, Technics SLDZ1200, Pioneer 
CDJ800 & CDJ1000, Stanton C303 & C304 and other models 
of CD players measuring up to 12.59 INCH (319 MM) W x 14.56 INCH 
(369 MM) D x 5.5 INCH (139 MM) H 

GSCDP2 -SMALL UNIVERSAL FIT CD PLAYER BAG
Fits Denon DNS1000, Pioneer CDJ200, Vestex, American 
Audio, Gemini and other models of CD players measuring up 
to 9.64INCH (244 MM) W x 13.5 INCH (342 MM) D x 4.52 INCH (114 MM) H 

 BOTH CD PLAYER BAGS FEATURE:
*Oversized, quick-access accessory pocket
*Nylon, fur padded gear strap to hold equipment in place 
*All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
*GIG-Flex Carrying System – 2 Carrying Options
     -Removable, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder 
        strap w/ comfort padded shoulder pad
     -Molded, high-tech rubber top carrying handle

 Universal Fit CD Player Bags  

gscdp2

gscdp1
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GSAG
ACOUSTIC GUITAR BAG- Fits most Acoustic Guitars

 GSBG
 BASS GUITAR BAG- Fits most Bass Guitars

GSEG
ELECTRIC GUITAR BAG – Fits most Electric Guitars

GSEGH
ELECTRIC GUITAR HOLLOW BODY BAG – Fits most Hollow 
  Body Electric Guitars

GSCG
CLASSIC GUITAR BAG- Fits most Classic Guitarf

 Guitar Bags 

    ALL GUITAR BAGS FEATURE: 
   *Quick access, oversized document/ accessories storage
      pocket with quick grab netting compartment to store smaller
      accessories
   *Pick storage compartment
   *All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
   *GIG-Flex Carrying System - 2 Carrying Options
       -Adjustable, comfort molded back-pack straps with 
          hide-away compartment
       - Two molded high tech rubber top carrying handles
          for flexibility

	
	
	

gsbg, gseg, gsegh, gscg

gsag
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GSK3 
MINI KEYBOARD CONTROLLER BAG ACCOMMODATES 
CONTROLLERS MEASURING UP TO :
35.4 INCH (899 MM) X 13.8 INCH (350 MM)
 X 4.3 INCH (109 MM)

GSK4   
49 KEY KEYBOARD BAG   
ACCOMMODATES M-AUDIO KEYSTATION 49e,
RADIUM 49,,KORG KONTROL 49, EVOLUTION 
MK 449C,YAMAHA CBX-K2, EDIROL PCR-50,
PCR-M50, EMU 49 X BOARD AND OTHER 
KEYBOARDS MEASURING UP TO :
32.5INCH (825 MM) WIDE X 12.75 INCH (323 MM) 
DEEP X 5.25 INCH (133 MM) HIGH

GSK5   
61 KEY KEYBOARD BAG  
ACCOMMODATES ALESIS QS6.2, KORG TRITON LE 61,
ROLAND RS-50, RS 70 AND JUNO-YAMAHA SO3 AND
OTHER KEYBOARDS MEASURING UP TO : 
42 INCH (1066 MM) WIDE X 12.5 INCH (317 MM) 
DEEP X 4.25 INCH (108 MM) HIGH  

GSK6   
61 KEY KEYBOARD BAG WITH WHEELS   
ACCOMMODATES ROLAND FANTOM S, FANTOM Xa, 
KORG TRITON 61, TRITON EXTREME, STUDIO 61  
YAMAHA MOTIF ES6 AND OTHER KEYBOARDS 
MEASURING UP TO: 44 INCH (1117 MM) WIDE 
X 16.25 INCH (412 MM) DEEP X 5.5 INCH (140 MM) HIGH

GSK7   
76 KEY KEYBOARD BAG WITH WHEELS 
ACCOMMODATES CASIO WK-3500, WK-3000
YAMAHA DGX300, DGX203, DGX202, MOTIF ES7,   
KORG STUDIO 76, EXTREME 76 AND OTHER 
KEYBOARDS MEASURING UP TO :52 INCH (1320 MM) 
WIDE X 17 INCH (432 MM) DEEP X 7 INCH (178 MM)HIGH

GSK7T    
76 KEY KEYBOARD BAG WITH WHEELS   
ACCOMMODATES KORG TRITON LE 76 AND
TRITON PRO 76 AND OTHER KEYBOARDS 
MEASURING UP TO : 51 INCH (1300 MM) WIDE 
X 14.25 INCH (361 MM) DEEP X 5 INCH (127 MM) HIGH

GSK8    
                                                           88 KEY KEYBOARD BAG WITH WHEELS   
                                                           ACCOMMODATES CASIO PX 100, PX 300, PX 400R, 
                                                           YAMAHA P 80, P 90 AND OTHER KEYBOARDS 
                                                           MEASURING UP TO :53.25 INCH (1352 MM) WIDE 
                                                                    X 11.5  INCH(4292 MM) DEEP X 5.5 INCH(140 MM) HIGH

GSK8L   
88 KEY KEYBOARD BAG WITH WHEELS   
ACCOMMODATES KORG TRITON STUDIO 88,  KORG TRITON 
EXTREME 88, ROLAND  FANTOM X8,ROLAND RD 700 GX, 
ROLAND 700 SC, YAMAHA MOTIF ES8,YAMAHA P250, KURZWEIL 
PC2X-0, KURZWEIL  PC1X-0 AND OTHER 88 KEYBOARDS 
MEASURING UP TO:  58.5 INCH (1483 MM) WIDE 

X 18.75 INCH (476 MM) DEEP X 6.75 INCH (171 MM) HIGH

 keyboard Bags 

    All KEYBOARD BAGS FEATURE: 
   *Quick access, oversized utility pockets for cables, 
       pedals, documents and accessories 
   *Hefty-grade extra wide, cushioned gear straps to hold 
       key board in place
   *All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
   *GIG-Flex Carrying System –3 Carrying Options
           -Hide-away, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder  
               straps w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
           -Low profile blade wheels and molded rubber pull     
               handle for advanced maneuverability ( only on 
               wheeled models- see page 21)
           -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle

	
	
	

gSk3 gsk5

gsk4

gsk6 gsk7 gsk7t gsk8 gsk8l
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 rack  Bags 

gsrb2u

gsrb3u

gsrb4u

side view

zipped back

access panel

gs3um
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NEW!!!
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2U, 3U and 4U RACK BAGS
Constructed out of a hard plywood shell covered with our 
unmistakable, signature Gigskinz carbon fiber style fabric, 
our rack bags accommodate 19” rackmountable units,
 have a body depth of 13”, and are available in 2U, 3U 
and 4U sizes . They also feature a big roomy pocket to hold 
cables and accessories, a quick-access zipped back panel for 
easy connections and come standard with mounting hardware.

10U TOP, 3U VERTICAL RACK BAG
The GS3UM features a 10U top and 3U vertical rack. It 
accommodates 19” rack mountable units up to 3U high on 
the bottom and a rack mountable mixer up to 10U on the top.

All RACK BAGS FEATURE:
*High density plywood body that maintains shape and
  protects gear from impact
*Plush, felt lined interior for added cushioning and protection
*Quick access, zipped back panel for easy connections
*Rack rails and mounting hardware  
*Gig-Flex Carrying System-
2 Carrying Options;
    -Adjustable, hefty-grade 
      nylon shoulder strap w/ 
      comfort padded shoulder pad 
    -Molded high tech rubber top   
       carrying handle
*Quick access, oversized utility
  pocket for cables, documents 
  and accessories 

US RACK BAG MODELS

GSRB2U- 2U Rack Bag
GSRB3U- 3U Rack Bag
GSRB4U- 4U Rack Bag
GS3UM- 10U Top, 3U Vertical 
Rack Bag

EUROPEAN RACK BAG MODELS
(Feature Euro-Rack Rails)
GSERB2U- 2U Euro Rack Bag
GSERB3U- 3U Euro Rack Bag

GSERB4U- 4U Euro Rack Bag

GSE3UM- Euro 10U Top, 3U Vertical 
Rack bag



       

POWERED SPEAKER BAGS
Gigskinz’s powered speaker 
bags offer the ultimate protection 
for your gear. Designed to fit 
multiple models, including, 
Yamaha, Mackie, JBL, EV, American 
Audio and others, the GSSB and 
GSSBHW are designed with Gigskinz’s 
exclusive Tri-Zip system which 
allows you to unzip them flat so
 it’s never been easier to pack up 
your speaker and go! The GSEON15
is designed specifically to fit the 
popularJBL EON 15 speaker. 
 All bags feature Gigskinz’s
signature fur lining so your gear is
 kept extra cozy and padded, a 
restraining strap, multiple 
easy grip handles ( for quick 
maneuverability) and multiple 
quick-access pockets for 
cables and accessories round out
the deal. The GSSBHW also features
 3 sets of roller blade wheels and 
a pullout handle so you can get a
 rolling start and beat the 
crowds.

ALL SPEAKER BAGS FEATURE:
*Heavy duty, grip-dimple bottom lining 
*Quick access, oversized utility/ pockets for cables, 
documents and accessories 
*Gigskinz’s Tri-Zip System for easy loading and unloading*
*All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
*Gig-Flex Carrying System-2 Carrying Options
    -Pull out handle and wheels ( GSSBW only)
    -Molded high-tech rubber carrying handles 

	
	
	

 SPEAKER Bags 
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 gssb

 gsEON15

 gsSBhW

EXCLUSIVE  TRI-ZIP

SYSTEM FOR EASY LOADING 

AND UNLOADING

* Tri-Zip System not on GSEON15

features

pull out handle

and wheels
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 ACCORDION   Bag 

gsrb2u

gsrb3u

gsrb4u

       

UNIVERSAL ACCORDION BAG WITH PULL OUT 
HANDLE & WHEELS 
Lined with plush fur lining and constructed out of Gigskinz 
high-tech carbon fiber style material, the GSACHW is designed 
to fit accordions measuring up to 17”W x 10”D x 15”H (431 mm 
x 254 mm x 381 mm) . We included 2 oversized 
quick-access pockets to hold all your accessories and extra 
gear, and designed the GSACHW with three carrying options; a 
pull out handle and blade wheels so you can roll along in style, 
a comfy shoulder strap, or our high tech top carrying handle.
 
         GSACHW FEATURES
         *Easy access unzip front 
         *Two quick access, oversized utility/pockets for
            accessories
         *All other standard Gigskinz features shown on 
            page 1 and 2!
         *Gig-Flex Carrying System – 3 Carrying Options
            -Hide-away, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder  
              strap w/ comfort padded shoulder pad 
            -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle
            -Pull out handle and high-tech blade wheels 
           

	
	
	

 BACK VIEW
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multipurpose  utility/ audio

VIDEO/ PROJECTOR /LAPTOP BAG 

gsvchw
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gsvchw loaded
GSVCHW- PROJECTOR/LAPTOP BAG W/ WHEELS AND HANDLE
Designed with signature Gigskinz style and durability, the 
GSVCHW features a special compartment to fit your projector 
and accessories, or various audio/video equipment. A separate 
laptop/document pocket fits notebooks up to 15”, and a big 
roomy front pocket stores extra cables and accessories. And 
transport is a snap with three transport options: use our com-
fort padded shoulder strap, the rubber, molded top carrying 
handle, or wheel the GSVCHW away with our pull-out handle 
and blade wheels. 

GSVCHW FEATURES
*Separate zipped computer compartment in back for 15” 
   laptops 
*Oversized utility pocket for cables, and accessories
*All other standard Gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2!
*Gig-Flex Carrying System– 3 Carrying Options
   -Hide-away, adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder strap 
      w/comfort padded shoulder pad 
   -Molded high tech rubber top carrying handle
   -Pull out handle and high-tech blade wheels 
     MAIN COMPARTMENT INTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 12 INCH (304 MM) WIDE X 15.5 INCH
     (393 MM)  DEEP X 2 INCH (50 MM) HIGH  
 



GSDRUM5- GIGSKINZ 5 DRUM BAG SET
Gigskinz’s GSDRUM5 bag set includes a standard 5 piece set of 
drum bags. Consists of 14” X 5.5” SNARE, 16” X 16” FLOOR TOM, 
22” X 18” BASS DRUM, 13” X 11” TOM AND 12” X 10” TOM. Crafted 
with Gigskinz high-carbon fiber style material, this set features 
plush fur lining to protect your delicate drums and features a 
stylin’ Gigskinz dragon screen on the side. Each bag comes with 
a lockable zipper, high-tech rubber carrying handle and comfort 
padded shoulder strap. Gigskinz- definitely the ultimate skinz for 
your gear
 

GSDRUM5 FEATURES
*Plush fur lining
*High-tech, molded, lockable
   zipper pulls
*GIG-FLEX Carrying System- 
  2 Carrying Options:
   -Comfort padded shoulder 
     strap
   -High tech rubber molded  
     top carrying handle

drum bags
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NEW!!!

gsdrum5



cymbal bag

gscy
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GSCY
22 INCH DEDICATED CYMBAL BAG WITH EXTERNAL POCKET AND 
CENTRAL POST FOR EASY & SECURE STACKING

GSCY FEATURES
*High tech water resistant carbon fiber style fabric    
* Plush fur lined interior for added cushioning and protection
*Molded high tech lockable rubber zipper pulls and handles 
 GIG-FLEX Carrying System
 Two Carrying Options;
    - Comfort padded shoulder strap
    - High tech rubber molded top carrying handle
*Industrial grade thick-tooth zippers 
*Exterior stick/accessories pocket
*Central post for secure stacking

NEW!!!
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GSS
DRUM STICK BAG – Fits 8 pairs of sticks, 
features drum key pocket, large outside pocket, 3 hanging chords 
& shoulder strap

GSS FEATURES
*High Tech Water Resistant Carbon Fiber Style Fabric
*Adjustable Hefty-Grade Nylon Shoulder Strap w/ comfort   
  Padded Shoulder Pad 
*Industrial Grade Thick-Tooth Zippers 
*Drum Key Pocket
 *Quick-Access Exterior Storage Pocket
 *Three Hanging Chords,

stick bags

GSSP
PRO DRUM STICK BAG – Fits 14 pairs of sticks, 
features drum key pockets, 2 large outside pockets, 3 hanging 
chords & shoulder strap

GSSP FEATURES
*High tech water resistant carbon fiber style fabric
*Adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder strap w/ comfort padded
  shoulder pad 
 *Industrial grade thick-tooth zippers 
 *Drum key pocket
 *Two quick-access exterior storage pockets
 *Three hanging chords

gssp

www.gigskinz.com

NEW!!!
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gss



GSBR
BRIEFCASE/UTILITY BAG WITH DEDICATED LAPTOP 
COMPARTMENT
 
GSBR FEATURES
*High tech water resistant carbon fiber style fabric
*Adjustable hefty-grade nylon shoulder strap w/ comfort   
  padded shoulder pad 
*Industrial grade thick-tooth zippers
*Quick access, oversized utility storage pocket 
*Quick access computer storage compartment - accommodates       
    laptops up to 17”  
*All other standard gigskinz features shown on page 1 and 2! 
  

briefcase/ utility 

laptop bag

gsbr
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NEW!!!
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